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Over the past few years, several major far-right terrorist attacks have been accompanied by detailed,
published manifestos, which outline ideology, motivation, and tactical choices. Given that such manifestos
are rapidly becoming an essential part of far-right violence, they urgently require more detailed analysis.
In this Policy Brief, Jacob Ware assesses the manifestos for common themes, before discussing
implications for counterterrorism scholars and practitioners.
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Introduction

Shortly after news broke of another devastating far-right terrorist attack striking the United
States—this time in El Paso, Texas on August 3, 2019—a disturbing manifesto surfaced on social
media sites. The piece originated on 8chan, a message board site, and detailed a hatred of
Hispanics and fear of immigration. The manifesto’s authenticity was soon confirmed, leaving it as
enduring testament to America’s latest terrorist attack. Just months later, another far-right
attack—this time in Halle, Germany—produced yet another manifesto, the latest in a recent trend
in which far-right attackers pen and publish manifestos in an effort to justify their attacks and
inspire copycats.
These manifestos have been well covered in the media, with reporting mostly focused on rhetoric
and meme culture,1 the message boards where the manifestos are most-often posted,2 and the
debate on censorship.3 The manifestos have also begun to garner government attention, with the
September 2019 U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s Strategic Framework for Countering
Terrorism and Targeted Violence repeatedly noting recently-penned manifestos and their impact
in inspiring subsequent attacks.4 They have, however, somewhat evaded academic analysis.
Academic research so far has focused on older individual cases,5 language,6 and the role
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manifestos play in non-violent movements,7 as opposed to ideological and political content and
strategic impact for terrorists, particularly when concerning the rising violent far-right. The latter
presents a gap in the terrorism literature, which requires urgent attention given the rise in attacks
and accompanying manifestos.8 In the following paragraphs, these texts will be recalled and
analyzed for their ideological themes and their counter-terrorism implications.

A Rising Trend

“In general, I support the Christchurch shooter and his manifesto.” So began the El Paso gunman’s
own manifesto, before stating, with chilling concision, “this attack is a response to the Hispanic
invasion of Texas.”9 Patrick Crusius would continue for four more pages. But, in 21 short words,
the 21-year-old gunman had already laid out his justification for the attack that killed 22 shoppers
at the Walmart at Cielo Vista Mall in El Paso, Texas. The social media-hosted manifesto went on
to repeat many themes prevalent on far-right message boards, and recalled several racial and
political grievances shared by far-right terrorist predecessors.
In addition to Crusius’ text, this Policy Brief will analyze five further far-right terrorist manifestos.
Stephan Balliet, a German neo-Nazi, published several online documents before opening fire
outside a synagogue in Halle, Germany in October 2019. Shortly before attacking the Chabad of
Poway synagogue in Poway, California in April of that year, 19-year-old John Earnest published an
open letter to 8chan, discussing many of the grievances later echoed by Crusius. A document
raising similar themes was uploaded to 8chan by Brenton Tarrant prior to his massacre at two
mosques in Christchurch, New Zealand a month earlier. Dylann Roof, the perpetrator of the June
2015 Charleston church shooting, uploaded his manifesto to a website titled
www.lastrhodesian.com. And, finally, Anders Breivik published a 1,518-page document prior to
his devastating attacks in Norway in July 2011.
Each of the selected manifestos clearly outlines white supremacist or neo-Nazi views, and is
directly linked to attacks, each of which are part of the recent rise in violence that began with
Breivik’s 2011 mass murder. There are others, too, not directly relevant here but important
nonetheless: the individual who committed the Knoxville Unitarian Universalist church shooting
in July 2008 published a manifesto outlining his hatred of liberals;10 the incel—a community of
young men angry at perceived sexual rejection and connected to the alt-right—perpetrator of the
2014 Isla Vista massacre released a 107,000-word justification for his violence;11 the far-right 2016
Munich shooter wrote, but never published, a manifesto explaining his motivations;12 and the
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perpetrator of the March 2017 murder of a black man in New York City penned a screed titled
“Declaration of Total War on Negros.”13 Anti-government attacks in the United States have also
been accompanied by manifestos, including an anti-IRS screed published by 2010 Austin attacker
Andrew Joseph Stack III14 and an anti-government social media post uploaded by Jerad Miller,
who attacked police officers along with his wife in Las Vegas in 2014.15 These are not included in
this analysis for the sake of controlling for ideology and intent. The attacks were either (i) not
perpetrated in the name of white supremacist or neo-Nazi ideology, (ii) were apparently driven
more by personal grievances than by strict ideology, or (iii) were not terrorist attacks targeting a
broader community. One additional notable omission is the manifesto accompanying the
February 2020 shootings in Hanau, Germany. Unlike the others, the screed was not published in
English, and the gunman’s writings indicated serious mental health issues.16
Those who do not formally publish their own manifestos might reference other influential works.
The Turner Diaries, a novel published by William Luther Pierce in 1978, has been cited by many
attackers—including Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVeigh—and has influenced perpetrators
of over 200 killings since its publication.17 The perpetrator of the July 2019 Gilroy Garlic Festival
shooting implored his social media followers to read Might is Right, a 19th-century work popular
with the online extreme right.18 Organized groups also draw inspiration from published texts. For
instance, the Atomwaffen Division bases much of its ideology off Siege, a string of newsletters
produced by neo-Nazi James Mason in the 1980s.19 While such works do not constitute
“manifestos” in the traditional sense, they are important nonetheless: like manifestos, they
crystallize ideology and, in the attackers’ minds, justify attacks.

Themes

An analysis of the six aforementioned far-right terrorist manifestos highlights a number of
important themes, four of which are discussed here: race, Europe, the political climate, and the
portrayal of an act of terrorism as self-defense and as a last resort.
Firstly, the manifestos all invoke race, immigration, and religion, suggesting that a perceived clash
of races and civilizations is the most important galvanizing factor for today’s extreme right. Where
the El Paso shooter cited “cultural and ethnic replacement brought on by an invasion” as his
motivation, narrowing the “Hispanic community” as his target,20 Earnest framed Jews as the
enemy: “To the Jew. Your crimes—innumerable. Your deeds—unacceptable. Your lies—
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everywhere. The European man will rise up and strike your squalid and parasitic race into the
dust. And this time there will be nowhere for you to run.”21 Tarrant referenced the popular farright “white genocide” conspiracy theory and “fourteen words” mantra, specifically denoting
Muslim “invaders” as the greatest threat. And Roof’s manifesto railed against blacks, Jews, and
Hispanics, complaining that “integration has done nothing but bring whites down to level [sic] of
brute animals.”22 The centrality of race, immigration, and religion to today’s far-right extremist
ideology is reflected in the above attackers’ chosen targets: a predominantly Hispanic city,
synagogues, mosques, and a historic black church. 23
A bedrock policy platform for more organized and less militant far-right parties in Europe and the
United States, race and immigration have long been central issues electrifying the extreme right
bases.24 With that said, three additional sub-themes emerge within these manifestos and the
broader movement which warrant further discussion. Firstly, many extremists obsess over
conspiracy theories suggesting the Western world is currently under a deliberate assault by what
Stephan Balliet called “anti-whites.” Titled the “white genocide” or “great replacement”—the
name of Tarrant’s manifesto—these theories are prominent among the extreme right,25 who
often claim immigration is a deliberate ploy orchestrated by a global Zionist Occupied
Government to eradicate the white race.26 Relatedly, so-called “birthrates” represent another
central concern. Both Balliet and Tarrant—who opened his manifesto with “It’s the birthrates. It’s
the birthrates. It’s the birthrates.”—referenced greater birthrates among immigrant
communities, and its importance in apparently diluting the white race in the West. And finally,
several attackers frame their attacks as the opening salvo in some kind of broader, imminent war
against minorities. Dylann Roof, for instance, infamously intended his shooting to set off a race
war, and in another attack, a 2014 anti-government shooting targeting several police officers in
Las Vegas, Nevada, the assailants left a note claiming “this is the beginning of the revolution.”27
Extremism expert Cas Mudde argues that “far-right ideologies are built around a strict us-versusthem opposition;”28 this is reflected in the attackers’ own manifestos, which make racial,
immigrant, and religious outgroups central narratives.
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Secondly, the terrorists see the preservation of “European” culture as a key goal. As Arie Perliger,
an expert on far-right extremism and terrorism, notes, recent manifestos have shifted away from
purely racial justifications, as “the battle has moved from genes to culture;” Europe’s apparent
status as the historic epicenter of Western culture and values is therefore a key mobilizing factor
for far-right militants around the world.29 Beyond Balliet and Breivik, whose European focus goes
without saying, Crusius invoked the threat to Europe, declaring that “our European comrades
don’t have the gun rights needed to repel the millions of invaders that plague their country. They
have no choice but to sit by and watch their countries burn.”30 The Poway gunman opened his
manifesto by introducing himself as “a man of European ancestry. The blood that runs in my veins
is the same that ran through the English, Nordic, and Irish men of old.”31 Tarrant, despite being
born and raised in Australia, similarly considered himself European: “The origins of my language
is European, my culture is European, my political beliefs are European, my philosophical beliefs
are European, my identity is European and, most importantly, my blood is European.”32 Dylann
Roof, meanwhile, cited “what was happening in Europe” as central to his radicalization.33
The narrative linking modern whiteness to a European ethnic homeland has long been embedded
in the extreme right. Europe, for starters, has long supplied its transatlantic counterpart with
ideological and symbolic inspiration: American Neo-Nazis, for instance, have adopted Nazi
German iconography like swastikas and SS flags, while the largely far-right skinhead culture
originated in post-war Britain.34 But many of the attackers discussed here also portrayed
themselves as protectors of the European continent from some perceived assault, even
embedding themselves into a broader historical narrative of a Europe under attack.35 Some
attackers, for instance, date the immigration and race battle to the time of the Crusades,
portraying immigrant Muslims as an “ancient enemy” of Christianity and its European origin.36 No
terrorist adopted the Crusades narrative as adamantly as Breivik, who dubbed himself the
“Justiciar Knight Commander for Knights Templar Europe,” a reference to an elite Catholic order
founded in the 1100s.37 The Crusades iconography was copied by James Harris Jackson,
perpetrator of the March 2017 stabbing of a black man in New York City.38 Breivik, meanwhile,
also named his manifesto after the year, 2083, by which he hoped his dream would be realized:
“a monocultural, patriarchal Christian Europe without Muslims, Marxists, multiculturalists, or
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feminists.”39 And Tarrant claimed to carry out his attack “to take revenge on the invaders for the
hundreds of thousands of deaths caused by foreign invaders in European lands throughout
history.”40 Even those far-right terrorists who are not European cite the protection of the
continent as a significant catalyst in their mobilization. Far-right extremists from across the globe
hold an obsession with Europe and perceived “European” race and culture, and immigration’s
supposed assault on Europe was a major rallying cry for all the terrorists analyzed herein.
Thirdly, today’s manifestos reference ongoing political discourse, often even incorporating
terminology employed by established political parties.41 The El Paso shooter, for instance,
mentioned the first Democratic debate of the 2020 election cycle and—in Trumpian fashion—
derided the media as “fake news.”42 Breivik’s rambling manifesto touched on several ongoing
developments, including U.S. presidential elections, the alleged downfall of the European Union,
and “the Islamisation of Europe.”43 Even Brenton Tarrant, an Australian committing an attack in
New Zealand, showed an interest in American politics, claiming to carry out his attack using guns
“to create conflict between the two ideologies within the United States on the ownership of
firearms in order to further the social, cultural, political and racial divide within the United states
[sic].”44 Tarrant, likely tongue-in-cheek, also named American conservative activist Candace
Owens as “the person that has influenced me above all.”
The profound politicization of terrorist manifestos falls in line with the body of academic research
on terrorist motivations, which holds that terrorists should not be considered irrational or suicidal
but calculated and strategic. “Terrorism,” scholar Martha Crenshaw writes, “can be considered a
reasonable way of pursuing extreme interests in the political arena.”45 By raising current events
and justifying their acts in an ongoing political context, today’s terrorists indicate that they too
align with this model: they are, ultimately, thoughtful activists who have decided that peaceful
activism is no longer sufficient, and that violence is necessary to achieving their aims. This is an
important conclusion: when terrorists are dismissed as mentally ill or irrational—their acts the
inevitable work of a hopeless madman, and not as committed political warriors advancing their
cause through violence—we risk misinforming the public about the size and scope of the threat
and, in turn, implementing policies that are not commensurate with the dangers we face.46
Terrorism is, as leading terrorism expert Bruce Hoffman writes, “ineluctably political in aims and
motives,” and today’s far-right terrorists show a keen knowledge of current political events, both
inside their country and across the globe. 47 This is reflected in their recent manifestos.
Finally, manifestos uniformly portray the acts they justify as self-defense and as the last resort.
Terrorists like to see themselves as the hero of an oppressed class, as “reluctant warriors, driven
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by desperation.”48 The El Paso shooter, for instance, claimed that “they are the instigators, not
me,” and that “I am simply defending my country from cultural and ethnic replacement brought
on by an invasion.”49 Earnest declared that “I willingly sacrifice my future—the future of having a
fulfilling job, a loving wife, and amazing kids. I sacrifice this for the sake of my people.”50 Describing
his motive, Tarrant also portrayed himself as an altruist, claiming that “any invader you kill, of any
age, is one less enemy your children will have to face. Would you rather do the killing, or leave it
to your children? Your grand-children?”51 Roof similarly explained that “I have no choice,” that
“someone has to have the bravery to take it to the real world, and I guess that has to be me.”52
And Breivik even concocted a biblical justification for his act, claiming that “the Bible couldn't be
clearer on the right, even the duty; we have as Christians to self-defence.”53 By purporting to act
in self-defense, far-right extremists aim to deflect blame and lionize themselves; this mission is
evident across every far-right manifesto studied for this essay.
This is not to suggest that there are no other important themes. Much research has been
conducted, for example, on antifeminist trends within the radical right.54 Breivik’s manifesto
lamented that “The ‘man of today’ is expected to be a touchy-feely subspecies who bows to the
radical feminist agenda,” before going on to warn that “the feminisation of European culture is
nearly completed.”55 Stephan Balliet, the Halle shooter, meanwhile tied feminism into his
concerns over race, opening his livestream by declaring “feminism is the cause of declining birth
rates in the West.” Anti-feminism also ties the far-right to the nascent incel movement—to which
Balliet was possibly an adherent.56 Elsewhere, many on the far-right, as Mudde explains, obsess
over the topic of security, both individual and collective.57 Dylann Roof, for example, claims to
“have never been the same” since the day he first googled “black on white crime.”58 What role
does fear for one’s own safety and security play in radicalization, and does that manifest itself in
a terrorist’s own writings? Future studies of recent far-right manifestos should assess these
themes.

Counter-Terrorism Implications

The use of manifestos should be of concern for counter-terrorism officials and policymakers, for
three reasons: (i) they inspire new attackers, (ii) they are testament to the far-right’s growing
transnational connections, and (iii) they suggest that political rhetoric is an important terrorist
motivator.
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Firstly, manifestos often act as inspiration for ideological companions, both violent and nonviolent.59 Much of it dates back to Breivik: as J.M. Berger, a leading expert on extremism and the
far-right, notes, “that manifesto became the baton in a relay race of extremists, passed from one
terrorist murderer to the next through online communities.”60 Tarrant himself referenced “Knight
Justiciar Breivik,” claiming he “only really took true inspiration” from the Norwegian.61 Then, the
El Paso shooter opened his own manifesto by praising Tarrant, saying “in general, I support the
Christchurch shooter and his manifesto.”62 Resulting from what Graham Macklin calls “the selfreferential nature of extreme-right terrorism,”63 far-right terrorists revere their predecessors, and
are motivated to attack in no small part by their heroes (as was highlighted by Tarrant’s chosen
gun, which was emblazoned with the names of several far-right extremists).64 “This digital
ecosystem is fueling a cumulative momentum,” Macklin writes, “which serves to lower
‘thresholds’ to violence for those engaged in this space, both in the United States and elsewhere,
as one attack encourages and inspires another, creating a growing ‘canon’ of ‘saints’ and ‘martyrs’
for others to emulate.”65 Also notable: all six of the attackers studied here survived their attacks.
A stark contrast to jihadist martyrdom, this is often a deliberate strategy.66 As Tarrant himself
testified in his manifesto, “survival was a better alternative to death in order to further spread my
ideals by media coverage.”67 Today’s far-right attackers hope to survive their attacks, leaving them
to tell their side of the story and stir ideological comrades to action.
In fact, there is a fifth theme observable across the analyzed manifestos: a call for further attacks.
The Poway synagogue shooter, for instance, ended his manifesto by imploring readers to follow
his lead: “More than anything I wish I could’ve seen your faces and fought alongside with you on
the battlefield. Give them hell for me. Give. Them. Hell.”68 And the Halle gunman’s manifesto was
full of tactical advice, with his stated primary goal to “prove the viability of improvised weapons;”
in other words, to pioneer an alternative route for those without easy access to firearms.69 As J.M.
Berger notes, publishing terrorists “seek to lead their readers through the same process of selfeducation that led them to act.”70 Among the far-right’s dark internet rabbit holes, this has led to
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what some have called the “gamification of terror:” 71 enthusiastic commentators discuss “high
scores,” and—in extreme cases, such as Christchurch and Halle—terrorist attacks have even been
live streamed, reinforcing the video game narrative.72 Parts of manifestos are even written
specifically to maximize their impact on the chat boards.73 The far-right and its individual attackers
are operating under a propaganda-by-the-deed-style strategy: by not only committing attacks but
publishing manifestos to be shared and celebrated by the extremist masses, terrorists are issuing
a call-to-arms for the next generation to rise up and join the fight.
Does this mean manifestos should be censored? As an example, recent attacks raised the question
of whether to shut down 8chan, a hotbed of far-right views which originally hosted three of the
six manifestos discussed here (8chan was eventually shut down, but soon reappeared as 8kun).74
Berger argues that the manifestos’ impact on ideological companions mean they should be
suppressed, that “the heady marriage of words to action makes old hatreds new again” and
directly inspires new attacks.75 “The success of terrorism is measured largely by its reach,” he
elaborates, arguing that publicizing manifestos only serves to spread extremist propaganda. An
op-ed issued by USA Today counters that “banning an extremist work would give it instant
authority among fringe groups as something too dangerous to be published, the forbidden fruit
the power structure doesn’t want you to see.”76 Their content certainly has no place being
broadcast on social media and television news, as that allows attackers to achieve a degree of
fame and spread their ideology. But they are also important for law enforcement and terrorism
scholars, as we wrestle to understand motivations for violence and any future threat. Regardless,
there certainly is room for more debate on this point.
Secondly, the manifestos provide further evidence that the far-right movement is growing
increasingly transnational.77 A manifesto issued by a Norwegian neo-Nazi inspired an Australian
anti-immigrant fanatic, whose screed in turn inspired a Texan white supremacist. Right-wing
extremists from around the world venerate Europe as a cultural and racial homeland in urgent
need of protection. Tarrant’s aforementioned weapon included names of far-right attackers from
Canada, Sweden, Italy, and elsewhere.78 And the threat posed by far-right “nodes” and the
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possibility of white supremacist foreign fighters is increasing.79 According to expert Seth Jones,
“foreign connections have provided far-right groups with an opportunity to improve their tactics,
develop better counter-intelligence techniques, harden their extremist views, and broaden their
global networks.”80 Facilitated by the internet—the far-right was, after all, the first extremist
movement to adopt early computer technology—the global extreme right has strengthened its
internal bonds, and now poses a significant threat across the globe.81
The increasing ease and enthusiasm with which far-right extremists connect across borders
should be particularly concerning for policymakers and law enforcement for two reasons. Firstly,
it allows hidden hands to play an increasing role in the domestic affairs of another state.
Revelations in the Guardian that the leader of U.S. neo-Nazi group The Base was living in Russia
was testament to this fact.82 Russia has played a surreptitious role in the recent rise in far-right
terrorism, as Elizabeth Arsenault and Joseph Stabile write, “intentionally stoking neo-Nazi
sentiment and permitting extremist actors to use Russia as a transnational paramilitary training
ground.”83 And in Ukraine, groups such as the Azov Battalion have welcomed Western extremists
to train in real combat situations, with law enforcement agencies largely powerless to stop it.84
Mimicking the challenge of jihadist foreign fighters returning from Syria and Iraq, far-right fighters
are also now heading home, many with a newfound wealth of fighting experience.
In addition, increasing internationalization of far-right extremism provides a challenge because it
confuses a state’s legal and law enforcement options. U.S. law enforcement has, for instance,
rounded up members of The Base, but the group’s leader will likely remain in Saint Petersburg,
out of reach of America’s police and intelligence agencies. American scholars and policymakers
have suggested a number of remedies, from designating domestic extremist groups with
international connections as “foreign terrorist organizations” under State Department
jurisdiction, which would allow law enforcement to monitor group communications and share
intelligence with partner agencies;85 to establishing a pan-ideological domestic terrorism
legislation to criminalize intent to commit acts of terrorism, regardless of origin or motive.86
European states have more leeway to criminalize extremist ideas, but also have improvements to
make in their tackling of the increasingly international threat, including by expanding their
support for government and non-governmental CVE programming and by allocating greater funds
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to respond to the threat.87 The internationalization of far-right extremism has been underway for
several years now, the effect both of social media weakening national borders and what historian
Aristotle Kallis calls “far-right contagion.”88 As part of that trend, manifestos are inspiring
terrorists around the world to commit new violence, and are in turn exposing our collective
unpreparedness for tackling far-right extremism.
Finally, the manifestos highlight an important lesson for today’s politicians: rhetoric matters. As
mentioned, each of the attackers was keenly aware of ongoing political discourse, and sought to
invoke it in their works; this suggests that events occurring in the public space impact extremist
ideology and actions. For instance, the impact of divisive rhetoric is epitomized by the El Paso
manifesto’s use of words such as “invasion” and “replacement,” popular with President Trump
and right-wing media but rarely used by the media before this administration.89 And Trump has
repeatedly aired conspiracy theories popular among the extreme right and been unwilling to
condemn far-right extremists committing attacks.90 White nationalists are now “enjoying the
most hospitable political environment they have seen in decades,”91 and as long as political
leaders refuse to reject extremism of all forms—as Trump, for instance, did by placing “blame on
both sides” after the attack at Charlottesville in August 2017—extremism, and the far-right
terrorism problem, will worsen.92

Conclusion

Attackers themselves are grasping the impact of their work: In his rambling manifesto, Anders
Behring Breivik, the 21st century’s deadliest far-right terrorist, offered potential copycats advice
on how to maximize their impact: “Explain what you have done (in an announcement distributed
prior to operation) and make certain that everyone understands that we, the free peoples of
Europe, are going to strike again and again.”93 The El Paso shooter similarly declared, “I figured
than an under-prepared attack and a meh manifesto is better than no attack and no manifesto.”94
Notably, even manifestos compiled by international terrorists, including Breivik in Norway and
Stephan Balliet in Germany, were written in English, evidence of the attackers’ desire to spark a
global impact.95 Breivik even published under an anglicized nom de guerre—Andrew Berwick.
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Terrorists of other ideologies, noticing the success of their far-right counterparts in publicizing
their acts, have also begun to pen manifestos. The Saudi gunman who murdered three at Naval
Air Station Pensacola in Florida in December 2019 posted an anti-American screed on Twitter
before the attack, 96 whilst police investigating the Black Hebrew Israelite-linked shooting in Jersey
City, New Jersey the following week also found a written justification.97
As mentioned, future studies should assess the manifestos for other themes—including antifeminism and feelings of security. Future studies should assess similar manifestos perpetrated by
terrorists situated on the extreme right but not in the white supremacist and neo-Nazi mold,
including anti-government screeds accompanying the aforementioned attacks in Austin, Texas,
and Las Vegas, Nevada. Manifestos should also be assessed for cross-ideological inspiration.
Brenton Tarrant and Patrick Crusius, for instance, both displayed strands of environmental
extremism in their ideologies, Tarrant calling himself an “eco-fascist” and Crusius declaring that
“the decimation of the environment is creating a massive burden for future generations.”98 Were
they also inspired by texts professing far-left views on the environment? Research by Ramon
Spaaij has highlighted the role that personal grievances can play in lone actor terrorism, that “lone
wolf terrorists tend to create their own ideologies that combine personal frustrations and
aversion with broader political, social, or religious aims.”99 We do not currently know why some
extremists are mobilized to violence and the role that manifestos play in that process, and a better
indication of the personal factors that might push an individual towards far-right views, violence,
and the desire to share written testament would strengthen our chances of intercepting
radicalization and preventing future attacks. And, finally, a broader discussion is needed on the
merits and drawbacks of internet censorship, particularly regarding the sites and servers which
have typically hosted these manifestos. Academics need to contribute to that dialogue, assessing
past experiences, best practices, and risks that need to be managed.
The far-right manifestos published by Crusius and his predecessors represent a rising trend in the
terrorism world. Not only do terrorists want to cause carnage; in the words of Arie Perliger, “they
want the world to know why they did it.”100 Right-wing extremists have now killed more
Americans since 9/11 than Islamist extremists,101 yet have recently received less than two percent
of the attention of terrorism academics.102 More attention and research into the threat is urgently
needed. If not, we risk allowing new innovations to take hold; for instance, Tarrant’s live-streamed
attack, already copied in Poway and Germany, might become the next new model.
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Social media-hosted far-right manifestos mark a major new innovation on the terrorism stage. It’s
time we pay attention.
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